
It uses the carefully selected natural bedrock stone “Onko stone” 
with a high far-infrared emissivity. 

You can feel the comfortable warmth at any time or any place.

Far-infrared rays will keep the body 
warm from inside by using WARM 
STONE PACK for 15 to 20 minutes.

Keep the body warm
from inside 

Cordless warm stone pack 
can be used at any place 

“while doing something”.

Easy for carrying

Heating by microwave 
makes it possible to be used 

for urgent treatment.

Microwavable

WARM STONE PACK 
doesn’t require any special 

techniques to use.

Fuss-freeAdvantages

Portable bedrock hot pack, HEATRAY WARM STONE PACK, can be used at facilities 
such as acupuncture/osteopathic clinics, esthetic salons, etc.

For
sti� shoulders

For
knees

For
belly

For
  back & calf 

For
groin

Portable bedrock hot pack

®

Fuss-free & Body �tting: Keep the body warm e�ectively

Microwavable Fuss  -Free

Enjoy the warmthEnjoy the warmth
from Far-Infrared rays

from Far-Infrared rays

The secret of 

“comfortable warmth”

Uses the carefully 
selected natural 
bedrock stone 
“Onko stone”

of setting
WARM STONE PACK 

in your home and facilities



Data: Far-infrared rays 
emmisivity in Naturak Ore
Measured by Japan Dyers’ Inspection Institute Foundation
6-20µm Average integrated emmisivity

Natural ore  A 
Natural ore  B 
Natural ore  C 

87.1
89.2
88.4

93.0Natural ore (Onko stone)

Easy for setting and maintenance: Use Cordless WARM STONE PACK everywhere

It can be used at a variety of facilities to enhance 
the service activities further.

Product lineup

 Model No.  Reference price Dimensions
(Width × Length/mm)

 Weight of natural
bedrock stone

WSP-001

WSP-002

WSP-003

Product name

belly & 
back

neck & 
shoulder

one point

JPY   9,800

JPY 13,800

JPY   5,800

approx.

180 × 250mm 

approx.

505 × 130mm

approx.

173 × 130mm

approx.

1,076g

approx.

450g

approx.

1,350g

Model No. Reference price Dimensions
(Width × Length × height/mm)

Power consumption
/ Net weight

HC-38NA

Product name

Nurse Cabi JPY 140,000 450 × 410 × 450mm 410W/13kg

https://heatray-warmstone.com/

Phone: 
+81-778-24-0500

YUMERON KUROKAWA Co., Ltd.   
5-7 Motomachi, Echizen-shi, 
Fukui-pref. 915-0822 Japan     
https://www.yumeron.com/

For more information
(latest news, product information, FAQ, etc.)

Fax: +81-778-24-5041

3 types of hot pack for the speci�c body part and 
the warmer supplied by the Japanese manufacturer are lined up.

HEATRAY WARM STONE PACK The warmer (supplied by Taiji co.jp)

You can �nd a good deal of HEATRAY “WARM STONE PACK” and the warmer “nurse cabi” on our website below.

*There are 3 slide-out shelf boards inside the nurse cabi. 6-8pcs (for belly & back) and 
4pcs (for neck & shoulder) of WARM STONE PACK can be stored per one shelf board.

*This nurse cabi is a special speci�cation. External On/O� timer is attached. 
Aluminum plates (2pcs) for preventing the load de�ection are equipped (not for sale).

(not including sales tax) (not including sales tax)

Nurse Cabi 

belly & 
back

HEATRAY WARM STONE PACK is a bedrock hot pack, 
which a far-infrared emitting natural bedrock stone 
is formed to be �tted to the body shape,  and then 
put in the special heat-resistant bag. It is easy to 
carry due to its cordless structure, and can be 
warmed by the microwave as well as the warmer. 
You will feel the heating e�ect easily and quickly at 
any time or any place.

“Onko Stone” emits highly-e�cient far-infrared rays and 
preferentially releases a limited wavelength range of 
growing light which is bene�cial for health maintenance.
This natural ore is an essential of HEATRAY WARM STONE 
PACK, which makes “the body become warm from inside 
and less likely to get cold” and generates “the 
comfortable warmth.”

Carefully selected natural bedrock stone, 
which we call “Onko Stone,” is used 

Heating by microwave makes it possible to be 
used for urgent treatment.

Microwavable

There are 3 sizes of the portable hot pack. 
It can be used “for warming the belly while 
sleeping,” “for warming sti� neck/shoulders 
while doing the foot bath” etc. 
You can feel the comfortable warmth at any 
time or any place.

Body-�tting & 
cordless hot pack

The warmer supplied by the 
reliable Japanese manufacturer

Depending on seasons and environments, the 
temperature can be set at the range from 30 to 
90 degree Celsius by microcomputer control.
There are 3 slide-out shelf boards inside the 
nurse cabi. 6pcs (for belly & back) and 4pcs (for 
neck & shoulder) of WARM STONE PACK can be 
stored per one shelf board.

WARM STONE PACK doesn’t require any 
special techniques for setting. You just put 
WARM STONE PACK into the warmer, turn it 
on, and set the temperature. 

Fuss-Free 

The closed inner bag containing natural 
stones are in the zippered outer bag. WARM 
STONE PACK is 
easy for replace-
ment and laundry, 
so is kept to be 
cleaned.

Transposable double-layered 
bag/Easy for washing

Features of HEATRAY WARM STONE PACK

“Onko Stone” is also used 
on Waterless Footbath 

“OMOTENASHI ASHIYU.” 

- For the guide, the comfortable 
warmth is provided for 1.5 to 2 
minutes heating at 600w by the 
microwave (this may vary with the 
seasons or environments.)

- It takes about 1.5 hours heating by 
the warmer even in the summer time, 
so using the microwave beforehand 
will reduce the heating time.

*In case that the heating time to be 
reduced, using with microwave is highly recommended.

on/off

Internet sales of HEATRAY “WARM STONE PACK” is done at our o�cial online shop only.

Suggested uses of HEATRAY WARM STONE PACK

acupuncture/osteopathic clinics Day-care facilities

Installation cases of WARM STONE PACK are posted on our website.
Recommended: Esthetic salons / Gyms / Golf clubs / Households

TAIJI is the reliable restaurant equipment manufacturer.
neck & 
shoulder

one point


